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Claiming your mate can be murderBitter
memories have kept Wolfe Trevlian away
from New Orleans, but an alphas call for
help has him reluctantly returning to the
Big Easy. His tasks sound simple: Keep an
eye on things, and initiate a truce with the
packs enemies by killing a local pest. His
target turns out to be the last creature on
earth who should be his mate. His instincts
insist otherwise, even after she fills his hide
with silver and warns him to leave her
alone. Arden Moran looked into the mind
of her dying friend and saw the face of a
killer. Vengeance has brought this half
human, half vampire to New Orleans.
Nothing will stop her from nailing her
target, including the bossy, sexy werewolf
who stirs both fear and desire within her.
Wolfes never been one to back down from
a challenge, but saving, and then claiming,
his female is easier said than done.
Particularly with a mate whos pissed off
every supernatural creature on the
planetand is walking around with a price
on her head. This book has been previously
published. Warning: Contains a reluctant
substitute alpha who didnt sign up for
complications, a wary half-breed vampire
whod love to take no for an
answerespecially since its her noand
friends who refuse to interfere, figuring its
more fun to sit back and watch the fur fly.
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Unsubscribe from Moon Kissed (Sci-Fi Romance Omnibus) - Kindle edition by Lizzy - 10 min - Uploaded by
ForgottenDustedStufffrom the classic masterpiece Planetary Unfolding album. Continuum Montage. 1981. Urban
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